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pdf Adobe PDF format and print them on any standard flat-bed (sheet) printer. Cards can be printed with any type of ink. The
eMedia-Cards CS is an excellent and versatile software tool that can be used on any computer with Windows. The software has
a free trial version that can be used for 30 days. After the trial period the full software license costs $22.95. The license is valid
for a single user. Cards can be printed as glossy or matte and glossy or matte on a sheet in all sizes and print qualities from high
resolution to standard quality. The software can be used to print on ordinary regular plastic card stock as well as different types
of plastic card stock. These include, for example, OCA , foil, Laserprinting , magnetic and thermal paper. The software does not
work with pre-printed stock or with magnetic inkjet printing only. Different print settings, including resolution, color depth,
orientation, frame and print type, can be set. The software allows you to design with different paper sizes, frame and border
settings. When the design is completed, the software shows the preview and allows you to modify the settings. By simply
dragging and dropping designs onto the screen the designer can add, remove or replace components on the layout. Alternatively
the designer can use the built-in clip art library. The software supports the following : 9 different layout components that can be
used in the design (card) 10 different design elements (components) 22 different colors 7 different text layouts Pre-designed
Clip art Goto3D files Dynamic skins Custom shapes (rounded and square corners) eMedia-Cards CS contains a library of 20
professional skins. The skins are also available for other software (e.g. QuarkXPress). The skin library offers a very wide range
of all kinds of designs: business cards, ID card, membership cards, house cards, labels, stickers, seals and labels. Features The
software has several features that set it apart from the competition: Supports many languages and formats for text (including
BCP-47) Creates both single sided and double sided card design Uses all standard card stock (including foil) Allows you to print
on any kind of plastic card printer Has a free trial version for 30 days. After the trial period the full 82157476af
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